
SOUNDS FOR PEACE

We want to wake up our era. We want to give our generation a different rhythm, a new

beat. The world must change tune.

We, the Sounds for Peace, are not afraid to say out loud what we believe in and what we

want to do with our songs. Our sound is clear, and you can recognise it. You will hear it

every time we need to  raise the volume of our  music to  respond to violence,  racism,

despise and war.

Music has a true power of change and it can transform the world. We, the Sounds for

Peace, are aware we have the right instruments to do so, to be heard! We do not want to

sing messages of hatred, but music for peace, music that moves hearts and minds, music

that brings men and women together and leads them to lift up their eyes and open up to

beauty, to peace, to God.

Music is universal: it touches everyone’s heart. We, the Sounds for Peace, want to make it

a true power of change as it has often been in History. But music, in some instances, can

also draw out the worst from human souls, offering messages of violence, full of hatred,

racist slogans.

We believe that in order to do good music, it is necessary to confront reality, to see things

with one’s own eyes, to touch what one speaks of. We, the Sounds for Peace, want to

collect this challenge and show that with our music we can change things.

Our music is characterized by harmony, because in a chord all elements have a place,

without prevailing over the others, and each contribution makes all the others better.

Our music is subversive, because we want to remind everyone that a different world is

possible.

Our music is made of rhythm, because we do not want to be still, we want to move with

others and change the world around us.



Our  music  wants  to  touch  hearts  and  minds,  and  with  the  power  of  its  tune  it

communicates our desire for a better world.

Our music requires a commitment from us, and we want to commit ourselves for a different

world, which does not forget people in their loneliness.

Music is for everyone: it should be played with others and for others, because we believe

that everything in life, starting with music, is more beautiful if it is not done for oneself.

That is why we commit ourselves: 

 Never to use the universal language of music to sow hatred or preach despise;

 To  draw  our  musical  inspiration  from  important  and  relevant  themes:  peace,

solidarity, racism, violence, war, respect for life, the death penalty, different cultures

living together; 

 To change the world, conscious that the beauty of music can contribute to resonate

and spread positive messages, which unify and do not divide.

Long live music! Long live the Sounds for Peace!


